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Abstract

Data compression is also called as source coding. lt is the

process of encoding information using fewer bits than an

encoded representation is also making a use of specific encoding

schemes. Compression is a technology for reducing the quantity

of data used to represent any content without excessively

reducing the quality of the picture. lf also reduces the number of

bits required to store and / or transmit digital media.

Compression is a technique that makes storing easier for larger

amount of data. There are various technique available for

compression my paper. This project used Huffman algorithm to

purpose Compression the text file; The result explain this

algorithms gives efficient result in compression different file

types.
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Chapter One Introdnction to Dete Compreeeion

C1apterOne
Introduction to Data C,omprecion

l.l Inhoduc{ion

Compression refers to reducing the quantity of data used to
represent a file, image or video content without excessively

reducing the quality of the original data. It also reduces the

number of bits required to store and / or transmit digital media.

To compress something means that you have a piece of data and

you decrease its size. There are different techniques who to do

that and they all have their own advantages and disadvantages .

One trick is to reduce redundant information , meaning saving

sometimes once instead of (6) times. Another one is to find out

which parts of the data are not really important and just leave

those away . Arithmetic coding is technique for lossless data

compression . it is a form of variable-length entropy encoding.

Arithmetic coding encodes the entire message into a single

number, a fraction n where (0.0 < n <1.0) but where other

entropy encoding techniques separate the input message into its

component symbols and replace each symbol with a code word

.Run length encoding method is frequently applied to image or

pixels in as can line . It is a small compression component used

in JPEG compression[7] .

Huffrnan coding is a lossless data compression technique.

Huffman coding is based on the frequency of occurrence of a

data item i.e. pixel in images .The technique is to use a lower

number of bits to encode. The data in to binary codes that occurs

more liequently. It is used in JPEG file[5].

9
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i

I

1.2 Data Compnession and l)eompreseion

Data compression and decompression is often referred to as

coding, where coding is a very general term decompression any

special representation of data which satisfies a given need.

Information theory is defined to be the study of effective coding
and its consequences, in the may be viewed as a branch of
information in which the primary objective is to minimize the

amount of memory that is be used to store the data. The purpose

of this is to present a data compression and decompression

software to reduce the amount memory used for storing data[5].

1.8 Compnession Methods

Data compression is making a file smaller by predicting the

most frequent bytes and storing them in less space . Thus a

compressor is made of at least two different tasks : predicting

the probabilities of the input and generating codes Iiom those

probabilities , which is done with a model and a coder

respectively . Optionally, some data like audio or image may by

transformed or quantized to achieve more compression[8].

10



Chapter One Introduction to Data Compreroion

A compressor can be loss or lossless. With a lossless

compressor and decompress or , the original and decompressed

file are identical bit per bit . In the other hand with some other

data we can have big benefits in compression efficiency by

throwing away most of it, without however losing much quality

. We use lossless compression for text or binary data, and loss

for data like signals : audio, image or video[5].

l. i|.I L,ossless eornpre.ssion :

In lossless compression tlere is no loss of data during

compression and decompression. It is mainly used in
compression text document because in document if it losses

even a bit of data or if there is a change in word it becomes a

large change in the meaning. Example for lossless compression

is arithmetic coding, substitution compressors, Huffinan coding

etc[7].

1.3.2 Inss eornpnession :

In loss compression there is a loss of data during

compression. It is mainly used in video compression etc .. It this,

we change some features of the picture or video for compression

so there a loss of actual data. So we can't get the exact

decompressed file. Eg: audio compression, fractal compression.

But it is least efficient[7].
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l-4 Ucec lDrto Compression

For transmitting or storing the same information in less bits.

That has many important different applications. But all of them

the result is the same: we don't waste resources. Resources like
hard disk space, money or time[6].

From the point of view of storing, compression is used in

backups, for image and sound, internal data of programs, or to
compress the program itself. Real applications can be found on

image standard like JPEG, or audio standards like MP3, both

helped a lot in the multimedia revolution. Also a very important

side of this are archives, commonly called compressors, like ZIP

orARI[6].

But if in storing, data compression provided a valuable help,

in transmission it did even more. Year 2000, internet has an

speed of around 4 kilobytes per second. What about

downloading an uncompressed 400x500 with 32 bits of color

image (800k)? or a 4 mega audio file which contains only one

minute of sound? Or downloading a 8 mega data file, instead of
a compressed version of it which just takes 2 mega? Obviously

compression reduces transmission time, which at the same time

makes communication cheaper[8].

f.5 Digittl Dtfia Rcprecentation

Digital data consist of a sequence of symbol compression to

be meaning full, there is a standard representation for the un

compressed datathat codes each symbol using the same number

of bits. Compression is achieved when the data can be

represented with an average length per symbol that is less than

that of the standard representation[9].

An image consists of various colors of different intensities

and brightness. Red, green and blue light sources forms a set of
12
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primary colors ; this is an addictive system since the presence of
all the primary colors , all set to their maximum intensities ,
results in the perception of the color white. This phenomenon of
color perception is caused by the way that the human eye detects

and processes light , which makes it possible to represent an

image as a set of three intensity signals in two spatial

dimensions[5].

1.6 Prnblem Statement

With increase transfer the files between hosts in the

networks and Bluetooth technique become the important

reduce the size of files to least size to purpose send files
quickly and reduce errors transferring and keeping the quality

of files in the best case after transferring operation, therefore

appear problem how reduced the size of different files types

by using different compression rvays.

l.TlheAim ofprojec{
l. In this projects the amount data compression is to reduce

redundancy in stored or communicated data , thus

increasing effective data density[7].

2. Rcducing thc quantity of data uscd to rcprcscnt alry

content without excessively reducing the quality of the

file[7].

l3
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Chapter'I\ro

Huffinan Coding

2.1 Intruluetion

Also known as Huffinan encoding, Hufftnan compression

was named after its discoverer, David Huffman[3]. An
algorithm for the lossless compression of files based on the

frequency of occurrence of a symbol in the file that is being

compressed[3]. The Huffinan algorithm is based on statistical

coding, which means that the probability of a symbol has a

dircct bearing on thc lcngth of its rcprcscntation. The more

probable the occurrence of a symbol is, the shorter will be its

bit-size representation[4]. In any file, certain characters are used

more than others. Using binary representation, the number of
bits required to represent each character depends upon the

number of characters that have to be represented. Using one bit
we can represent two characters, i.e., 0 represents the first

character and represents the second character. Using two bits

we can represent four characters, and so on[4].

Unlike ASCII code, which is a fixed-length code using

seven bits per character, Huffman compression is a variable-

length coding system that assigns smaller codes for more

frequently used characters and larger codes for less frequently

used characters in order to reduce the size of files being

compressed and transfened[3].

Codes may be characterized by how general they are with

respect to the distribution of symbols they are meant to code .

Universal coding techniques assume only a no increasing

distribution. Golomb coding assumes a geometric distribution

I4l
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Codes assume a piecewise uniform distribution function
with each part distributed exponentially ['2] . Huffrnan codes

are more general because they assume nothing particular of the

distribution ; only that all probabilities are non - zero .[2] This
generality makes them suitable not only for certain classes of
distributions, but for all distributions, including those where

there is no obvious relation between the symbol and its
probability, as is the case with text . In text , letters go from'a'to
'z' and are usually mapped onto a contiguous range , such as, for
example ,from 0 to 25 or from 97 to 122, as in ASCII , but there

is no direct relation between the symbols number and its
frequency rank[2].

Huffman developed his celebrated algorithm as a temr

paper that he wrote in lieu of taking a final examination in an

information theory class he took at MIT in l95l[2].

2.2 lluffinan l)efinition

Since its inception in 1952 by d . Huffman ,the method has

been the subject of intensive research in data compression[3] .

The long discussion in proves that the Huffman code is a

minimum -length code in the sense that no other encoding has a

shorter average length. A much shorter proof of the same fact

was discovered by Huffrnan himself. An algebraic approach to

constructing the Huffman code is introduced in [Karp 6l] . In
[Gal lager 78] . Robert gal lager shows that the redundancy of
Huffman coding is at most pl + 0.086 where pl is the

probability of the most[4] .

l5
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ChapterTwo Huftnan Coding

2.i| lluffinrm Crxling

Huffman code procedure is based on the two
observations [3].

o frequently occurred symbols will have shorter code words

than symbol that occur less frequently[3] .

. The two symbols that occur least liequently will have the

same length[3].
a

The Huffman code is designed by merging the lowest

probable More symbols and this process is repeated until only

two probabilities of two compound symbols are left and thus a

code tree is generated and Huffman codes are obtained from

labeling of the code tree[4].

For example, in a file with the following data:

XXXXXXYYYYZZ

the frequency of "X" is 6, the frequency of "Y" is 4, and the

frequency of "2" is 2. If each character is represented using a

fixed-length code of two bits, then the number of bits required to

store this file would be 24, i.e., (2 x 6) + Qx $ + (2x 2) : 24[ll.

If the above data were compressed using Huffrnan

compression, the more frequently occurring numbers would be

represented by smaller bits, such as:

X by the code 0 (l bit)

Y by the code l0 (2 bits)

Zby the code 11 (2 bits)

therefore the size of the file becomes 18, i.e.,

l6
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(lx 6) + (2x4) + (2 x 2): 18.

In the above examplc, more frequently occurring charactcrs

are assigned smaller codes, resulting in a smaller number of bits

in the final compressed file[1].

ll

t tt

2.4 lluffinrur l)t<rxling

After the code has been created , coding and/or decoding is

accomplished in a simple look-up table manner [2] .The code

itself is an instantaneous uniquely decodable block code. It is

callcd a block codc, bccause each source symbol is mapped into

a fixed sequence of code symbols. It is instantaneous, because

each code word in a string of code symbols can be decoded

without referencing succeeding symbols. It is uniquely

decodable, because any string ofcode symbols can be decoded

in only one way. Thus, any string of Huffman encoded symbols

can be decoded by examining the individual symbols of the

string in a left to right manner. For the binary code of table 3.2,

a left-to-right scan ofthe encoded string 010100111100 reveals

7
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Chapter Two Ilr'ffrnrn Coding

that the first valid code word is 01010, which is the code

for symbol a3[2]. The next valid code is 0l l, which corresponds

to symbol al. Valid code for the symbol a2 is l, valid code for
the symbols a6 is 00, valid code for the symbol a6 is Continuing

in this manner reveals the completely decoded message a5 a2 a4

a3 al, so in this manner the original image or data can be

decompressed using Huffrnan decoding as At first we have as

much as the compressor does a probability distribution. The

compressor made a code table[2]. The decompression doesn't

use this method though. It instead keeps the whole Huffman

binary tree, and of course a pointer to the root to do the

recursion process. [n our implementation we'll make the tree as

usual and then you'll store a pointer to last node in the list,

which is the root. Then the process is done by a recursive

function which accepts as a parameter a pointer to the current

node, and returns the symbol[3].

li F:{l

t 1"1

ir::i:

. nlg?
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t
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2.5 Devekrpment of Iluffinal Crxling and Decrding
-{lgorithrn for image file

Step I . Read the image on to the workspace of the mat lap.

Step 2. Convert the given color image into grey level image.

Step 3. Call a function which will find the symbol s (i.e. pixel

value which is non-repeated ).

Step 4. Call a function which will calculate the probability of
each symbol.

Step 5. Probability of symbols are arranged in decreasing order

and lower probabilities are merged and this step is continued

only fwo probabilities are left and codes are assigned according

to rule that : the highest code probable symbol will have a

shorter length.

Step 6 . Further Huffrnan encoding is performed i.e. mapping of
the code words to the corresponding symbols will result in a
compressed data.

Step 7. The original image is reconstructed i.e. decompression is

done by using Huffrnan decoding.

Step 8. Generate a tree equivalent to the encoding tree .

Step 9. Read input character wise and left to the table II until

last element is reached in the table II.

Step 10. Output the character encode in the leaf and return to the

root, and continue the stepg until all the codes ofcorresponding

symbols are known[4].

t9
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ChapterTwo Huftran C-oding

2-6 Appli<:ation Il rrlfinan

1. Arithmetic coding can be viewed as a generalization of Huffman
coding; indeed, in practice arithmetic coding is often preceded by
Huffman coding, as it is easier to find an arithmetic code for a binary
input than for a no binary input[3].

I Huffinan coding is in wide use because of its simplicity, high speed

and lack of encumbrance by patents[3].
l. Huffman coding today is often used as a "back-end" to some other

compression method. DEFLATE (PKZIP's algorithm) and multimedia
codec's such as JPEG and MP3 have a front-end model and
quantization followed by Huffman coding[3].

2.7 llrrffinarr C<xlc lhample
Thc following cxamplc bascs on a data sours using a sct of fivc

different symbols. The symbol is ffequencies are :

S1'mbol

A

Irrequency

1A

t.)l:-

I0

x

I'otal 186 bit

I]

L

L)

Il

(with 3 bit per code word )

The two rarest symbols 'E' and 'D' are connected first,
followed by'C' and'D' . The new parent nodes have the frequency 16

and 22 respectively and are brought together in the next step . The

resulting node and the remaining symbol 'A' are subordinated to the

root node that is created in a final step[2.1.
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2.8 Code Tl.ee Aeoordine Huffinan

24

Symbol

length

A

B

C

D

t2

Frequency

l1

12

10

8

Code Code Leneth Total

0

100

t0t

lt0

.,^

36

30

z+

2l



Chapter Two HufuanCoding

Huffinan coding today is often used as a "bake-end" to
some other compression method DEFLATE (PKZIP's

algorithm ) and multimedia codec's such as JPEG and MP3 have

front-end model and quantization lollowing by Huffinan coding
(or variable Jength prefix- free code with a similar structure

,although perhaps not necessarily designed by using Huffrnan's
algorithm (clarification needed)[2].

22



Chapter Three Desig and Implemenation of Propoeed System

ChaptuThtrc

Dsig and Implemenfution ofPro@ System

lf.l Intrrxluction

We designed this project in Visual C1-r fbr data

compression using Huffman Coding as we enter text line or files

and then the proposed system encodes and decoding these texts

using the special functions.

Encoding mechanism of this project we design interface

consists of several spccial tools to control the compression

operation,this interface consists ofa special field enter texts and

when we enter text and pressing encoding to procedure

compression operation ,while when press decoding command to
purpose procedure decoding operation.

if.2 l)csigrr S.vstern

The following window consider the main interface to the

project

Xufhen lrxt Corling

Tdt Strirg

Encoae String:

D.cod. Stritrs:

Xuffren IiIe Coding
I
I

OrisiDsl lile: I

ICoded [i1e : F

Coaias I|ifo''rition -- lert codirs Ope.rtioD
a. f€xtcode

lncoding I

D.codiag 
I

23
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Chapter Three Doip and Implementation of Propoeed System

This projects consist from the following components:

1. Five Text Box to purpose enter the text line and select the name of
file and display the encode and decode string.

2. One List Box to purpose display the coding information and

decoding information such as (ASCIl, CHAR, COUNT, CODING, BITS)

3. Two Option Box's to purpose selecting type compression (text line

or text file).

4. Five commands to purpose perform the compression by (Encode)

and decompression by (Decode) and exit the project by command

(Exit) and selecting encoding and decoding file by (Select).

5. Three frames to purpose arrangement the appearance the

inte rfa ce.

6. Five labels to purpose labeling the text box.

3.3 Implementation Project

We can run project by Microsoft Visual C+r , then appear the main

interface then start enter the text line to purpose compression the text as

$ Xrrntnon Ccng

lert Strieg : lAloed eo to the :choo{

IlDcooe Jtrr[9. 
I

Ilecode String: I

ltuffnan Pile Coding

Ori gin l IiIe: I

Coded lile : 
I

Corlirg Inforrrti oa -- Tert Coding 0pcration
,. lextLode

Xncoding

lecorling



Chapter Three Design and Implementation of Propood Syrtem

When press the command (Encoding ) appear the coding text in another

text box and when press @ecoding) command then appear decoding text
line in the third text box as in the following windows:

ll *rnrnan

Ie!.t String : lAluedgo to the school

f,ncode strias: pl0l0l0lllll0l0lml0lllll&mllllflmlolll0llmlrmlrll0lllllll
Decode String: f

lluffrao lile Coding

0riginsl !ile: I

Coded lile , f

Coaiag InfornEti oa -- Ttrt Elcodint

4)
65
99
lm
t0l
103

104
lm

25



Chapter Three DesiSo and Implemenation of Propoeed System

Necessary before the press encoding or decoding command selection

Check box (text code), and then press the encoding command. Also

appear information coding and decoding in the List box such as ASCII

for the purpose of printing each character ASCll, and CIIAR to appear

each character in the text line, and COTINT to appear the number of each

character in the text line, and BITS in order to give the number of bits

used to represent each character in text line.

Possible perform this project in compression and decompression

operations by selecting Option Box (File Code) then the result of
compression puts in another file and display the coded information in the

List Box.

$ Xrrm"r" Coarp

Text Stritrt : lihned co to the lchool

f,ncode Striag:

Ilecorle String:

Ittt tolmtttottmmtmlumlltt0tlmllllolml0tl0ll0t0ll uumlr(

ll0ured go to the school

Original liIe: I

Codert file : 
I

Coding Iafonetioo - Tert lecoilirg

v.5
65Al
99cl
100d1
l0le2
t03gl
104 13
108 lt

26



Chapter Three Desigtl and Implernentation of Propoeed Syrtem

The following window appear how select file to purpose compression

$ UufmanCoaq c) x

luffinrn Tert Eoding

0ri

Coded

l-ook n: 
| ., local Dick [F:i

'r1



Chapter Three D"sign and Implementation of Proposed Syetem

After press the Encoding command appear the following windows:

S krmnan coairq

lluffien Tert Coding

Text Strin6 :

lncode String:

Decode String: I

iluffrrtn File Coding

Ori ginal lile: p:\e. txt

Coded lile : j

Codiag Infonati on -- FiIe Encoding O!er.ti on

s8b
100 d
t01 e

t02 f
103 c
t04 h
106 j

28



Chapter Three Design and Implemenation of Propored System

Then select the file compression to purpose decoding the selecting file
and appear the details information in List Box as the following window:

$ uun-." coAittg

Xrrffrrea fe*t
Text String

lncoile String:

Decode String:

Original filc: I

Coded File : F:\a- txt. huf

Coding lDforittion -- !i1e lhcodiag operat i on

2

I
3
2
1

29



Ctapter Three Doign and Implementation of Propoeed Syetem

if.4 Systcrn llcsult:
After applying the Huffrnan algorithm on a set of text lines and text files

found that this algorithm is very good in the compression ration,

especially for large fi les in size.

It's also quick implementation compared with other compression

algorithms. Table (3-l ) shows the compression ratio for several different

files.

Table(3-l): Size File Before and After Compression

Name File
File Size Before

Compression

tr'ile Size After
Compression

Compression
Ration

File I I l0 Byte 8l Byte 13.5o/o

File 2 684 Byte 427 Byte l6Vo

File 3 1.83 KB l.11KB 20o/o

File 4 r3.3 KB 5.88 KB 78Vo
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Ctapter Four
Conclusionsand Suggeetion

{-l ('rxrt.lusi()rl

l. Hufftnan coding most economical way to encode data (without loss

of information) compare with other methods[8].

2. Whenever increase number of repeated characters in file
compression increases compression ration because Huffinan coding

depended on probability[9].
3. Both the .mp3 file and jpg file formats use Huffrnan coding at one

stage of the compressionfl0]
4. Huffman tree using internal node to represent path length , in

memory representation in fast searching and in error correctionp0].

-{-2 Suggcstiorr

l. Apply this system on sound and image file and compare

the result with text file[3].
2. Merge Huffman coding with Golomb coding to become

hybrid system and more eflbctive in reduce the size

file[3].
3. Build the same the system in anther programming

language such as Visual Basic or Java[2]-

3l

Chapter Four C-onclusion and Suggestion
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